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Technion

The growing gap between the speed of memory access and cache access has made cache misses
an in�uential factor in program e�ciency� Much e�ort has been spent recently on reducing the
number of cachemisses during program execution� This e�ort includeswise rearrangingof program
code� cache�conscious data placement� and algorithmic modi�cations that improve the program
cache behavior� In this work we investigate the complexity of �nding the optimal placement of
objects �or code� in the memory� in the sense that this placement reduces the cache misses to the
minimum� We show that this problem is one of the toughest amongst the interesting algorithmic
problems in computer science� In particular� suppose one is given a sequence of memory accesses
and one has to place the data in the memory so as to minimize the number of cache misses for
this sequence� We show that if P �	 NP� then one cannot e�ciently approximate the optimal
solution even up to a very liberal approximation ratio� Thus� this problem joins the small family
of extremely inapproximable optimization problems� Two famous members in this family are
minimum graph coloring and maximum clique� In light of this harsh lower bound only mild
approximation ratios can be obtained� We provide an algorithm that can map arbitrary access
sequences within such a mild ratio�
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�� INTRODUCTION

��� Background and Previous Work

Much e�ort has recently been put into improving the cache performance of pro�
grams� i�e�� reduce the number of cache misses� One avenue for improving cache
behavior is to rearrange the code in memory so that cache misses during code fetch
reduce �see for example �Schmidt et al� ����	 Henis et al� ����	 Gloy and Smith
����
�� a second avenue is to place data in the memory wisely using the memory
manager �see for example �Chilimbi and Larus ����	 Calder et al� ����	 Chilimbi
et al� ����	 Chilimbi et al� ����
�� and �nally� algorithms may be modi�ed so that
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they access the memory in a way that reduces cache misses �see for example �Boehm
���	 McKinley et al� ����	 Rivera and Tseng ����	 Intel ���a	 ���b
��
In this work we concentrate on the �rst two avenues� cache conscious data and

cache conscious code placement� The study of cache�conscious objects or code
placement in the memory faces two major obstacles� The �rst obstacle is in obtain�
ing the input data for the placement algorithm� A wise data placement requires
knowing the sequence of accesses to the relevant objects� However� before a pro�
gram is executed� it is not clear what lines of codes will be executed and in which
order� so it is di�cult to suggest the right arrangement of the code in the memory�
Similarly� before a program is executed� it is hard to tell what the sequence of reads
and writes of the program will be� So how can the memory manager decide wisely
where to put an object that is now created� The second obstacle is the algorithm
itself� Suppose one got the exact series of accesses to the memory� be it accesses to
the program code or accesses to obtain the data� Can one do a good placement job
given full knowledge of the future�
Looking at previous work� both problems are solved via smart heuristics� In

order to obtain the data� Calder et al� �����
 use pro�ling� The assumption is that
programs tend to have similar behavior even with varying inputs� Chilimbi and
Larus �����
 on the other hand� use a di�erent heuristic assumption� They build
on the tendency of program to behave consistently over time� Thus� they gather
information on the access behavior of the program during one period of time and
then use it to improve the next period� assuming the behavior remains the same�
Algorithms for code rearranging usually use smart static analysis to determine the
code �ow�
In order to determine how to place data �or code� in the memory� given the

information gathered so far� previous work uses heuristic algorithms� Several such
works manage to improve program performance signi�cantly� The question arises�
is there an e�cient algorithm that does better� Is there an e�cient algorithm that
does best�

��� This Work

���� The Hardness of data placement� In this work we show that unless P � NP
there is no e�cient optimal algorithm for data placement or code rearrangement
that minimizes the number of cache misses� Furthermore� it is not even possible to
get close� Actually� in the worst case� all e�cient algorithms output a placement
that is very far from the optimal solution� This result holds in a very liberal sense�
It holds even if one has completely overcome the di�culty of obtaining the sequence
of future accesses� and is just trying to output a mapping of objects to the memory
that does well for this speci�c given sequence� Consider an e�cient algorithm that
gets as input a sequence of memory accesses and outputs a mapping f of the objects
in the sequence to the memory� Let f� be the optimal mapping that achieves the
minimal number of cache misses for this sequence� Let Misses�f� be the number
of cache misses when the mapping f is used� We show that unless P � NP� then
for any � � � there exists a sequence for which Misses�f��Misses�f�� � ��n�����
where n is the length of the sequence� Thus� in the worst case� the algorithm does
extremely poorly compared to the optimal mapping�
Our result holds for direct�mapped caches and also for t�way set�associative
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caches for any t � �� It holds for any cache that has more than two cache blocks
�all realistic caches do�� It holds for any reasonable cache replacement algorithm��
It holds even in the �special� case where all objects have the same length� i�e�� the
di�culty does not stem from variable sized objects� It holds also if the placement
of the objects is not required to be consecutive� Namely� the objects can be put
anywhere in the memory� Finally� we stress again that this result holds even if one
has learned the future accesses completely� and knows exactly what the sequence
of accesses is going to be�
A corollary of our theorem is that these problems remain intractable even if one

only tries to estimate the number of cache misses in an optimal placement� without
outputting an actual placement� In particular� for every � � �� if P �� NP� there is
no e�cient algorithm that outputs an estimate that is within a factor of O�n������
from the optimal value�
Similar results on the hardness of approximation� i�e�� hardness to within an

O�n���� ratio� are known to only a handful of interesting problems in computer
science� The most famous of these are Minimum Graph Coloring �or� Minimum
Chromatic Number� and Maximum Clique�

��� The Hardness of Compressing the Information� Next� we move to the
other obstacle in cache conscious data placement� gathering the information� Most
previous algorithms do not make use of the full sequence since it is too expensive�
Thus� data is �rst processed to keep only pairwise information� For example� Calder
et al� �����
 keep information on how many cache misses would be caused if a pair of
objects oi and oj are placed in memory locations that are mapped to the same cache
line� They do not keep further information that allows telling what would happen
if three objects oi� oj � ok are placed in this manner� Chilimbi and Larus �����

gather information on the temporal a�nity for each pair of objects� No information
is kept on triplets�
A question that arises is� how good can we do with pairwise information� That

is� do we lose valuable information in the process of reducing the full information
to pairwise information� We show that in the worst case the lost information is
critical� Namely� after the sequence is processed to keep only pairwise information�
even an algorithm that has no time limitation cannot come close to the optimal
solution� Clearly� with the full information at hand� an exponential time algorithm
can �nd the best placement� It simply tries all possible placements�� But when
we keep only information on pairs of objects� an exponential algorithm �and also
doubly exponential algorithm� or any unlimited algorithm� will not be able to �nd
a solution that is within a factor of k � � from the optimal solution �at least for
some instances�� where k is the number of blocks in the cache�
We now ask further� suppose that due to the cost of using the whole sequence one

must rely on pairwise information� Can one e�ciently �nd a solution that is good
in the pairwise information setting� Namely� we are now looking for a solution that

�Note that if the replacement policy is extremely bad� then even an optimal mappingmay become
terribly expensive� In that case� outputting a random placement may do as bad as the optimum�
�As explained in Section ��� the optimalplacement does not exploit the in�nitememory� Searching
for a placement that places all objects in a memory of size polynomial in the number of objects
is enough�
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behaves well with respect to pairs� even if it behaves poorly with respect to the
whole sequence� We show that even this limited quest is di�cult� Speci�cally� We
show that� unless P � NP� there is no e�cient optimal algorithm that minimizes
the number of cache misses in the pairwise information setting� Moreover� as for the
original problem� we show that one cannot �nd an approximate placement whose
value is within a factor of O�n���� from the optimal value�

���� In light of the lower bound� In light of the harsh lower bound one may
still be interested in the question of what can be done for an arbitrary access
sequence� We provide approximation algorithms that �nd a placement whose value
is within n

c logn �or
n
c
� from the optimal value for any c � �� This is true for direct�

mapped caches� for t�way set�associative caches� and for the pairwise information
case� Obviously� our algorithms output solutions that are far from good� but� due
to our lower bounds� we know that one cannot do much better� Approximation
algorithms with similar mild approximation ratios were given for problems such as
minimumgraph coloring and maximumclique �see �Boppana and Halld�orsson ���	
Halld�orsson ����
��

��� Implications

Our hardness results bear two important practical implications� First� there is no
hope to �nd one �e�cient� algorithm that does well for all possible benchmarks
�unless P � NP�� Therefore� one should study how normal programs behave and
do well with respect to them� either by using heuristics� or by solving some special
case of the general problem that corresponds to typical programs� The second
important implication is that it is not possible to evaluate the potential of reducing
cache misses via heuristics� Sometimes� researchers are interested in the potential
bene�ts of a method� The potential is used to decide whether a project is worth the
e�ort and later it is used to evaluate how much of the potential bene�t is actually
obtained by the strategy chosen� In this case� there is no hope to get even close
to evaluating the potential reduction in cache misses �unless P � NP�� and thus
we cannot tell how much of the possible bene�t a particular strategy obtains� We
can only compare the cache conscious algorithm to the normal algorithm and check
how much of an improvement is obtained�

The implication of the second result �about keeping information for pairs� is
that if one wishes to spend an exponential time to �nd the optimal arrangement
in the memory� say� because one has extremely short sequences that are reused
many times� then one should be careful about the way data is processed� Keeping
information in a pairwise manner is not good in this case� even if one has in�nite
time resources� pairwise information is not enough to even get close to an optimal
solution�

Finally� researchers in the theory community may �nd it interesting that such
a strong result can be obtained without the use of Probabilistically Checkable
Proofs �Arora and Safra ����	 Arora et al� ����
� Thus� this result could have
been proven in the ���s� As far as we know� there is only a handful of �interesting�
problems for which such strong results exist�
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��� Background on Hardness of Approximation

A lot of research in theoretical computer science has been devoted to showing that
some problems are hard to approximate� However� until the beginning of the ���s
most of the results were fairly weak� The breakthrough was provided in a series
of papers �Feige et al� ����	 Arora and Safra ����	 Arora et al� ����
 �see �Arora
and Lund ����
 for more details�� They contained a new characterization of NP in
terms of probabilistically checkable proofs �PCP�� and with it several strong results
on the hardness of approximating interesting optimization problems� For example�
using this characterization Arora et al� �����
 showed that for some � � �� there is
no �� � ���approximation algorithm for MAX��SAT� unless P � NP� Many other
interesting problems were shown to be hard to approximate to within a constant�
Also� hardness of approximation to within a logarithmic factor was then shown
for set cover �Feige ����
� Finally� several problems were shown to be hard to
within a polynomial factor� The two most interesting ones were the maximum
clique problem �Bellare et al� ����	 H�astad ����
� and the minimum chromatic
number problem �Bellare et al� ����	 Feige and Kilian ����
� For more background
on approximation algorithms and their hardness the reader is referred to �Ausiello
et al� ����	 Hochbaum ����
�

��� Techniques

We provide several reductions� The reductions are all from the k�colorability prob�
lem� which is known to be NP�complete for any k � �� The input to each of the
reductions is a graph and the output is a sequence of memory accesses� Our typi�
cal reduction has one very strong property� Speci�cally� we show that if the input
graph is k�colorable� then the objects in the output sequence can be mapped to
memory so that the number of cache misses is extremely small� However� if the
input graph is not k�colorable� then any mapping of the objects in the output se�
quence to the memory causes a huge number of cache misses� This is true even
if the input graph can be colored with just k � � colors� We conclude that if one
can determine quite vaguely what the number of cache misses of a given sequence
would be for an optimal mapping� then the same algorithm can be used to tell if a
graph is k�colorable�

��� Related Work

Our hardness result holds for direct�mapped caches and also for t�way set�associative
caches for any t � �� However� it does not apply to fully associative caches� since
in this case the placement in the memory does not make a di�erence� In fact� when
all objects are of the same size� the o��line problem of minimizing cache misses in
the case of fully associative caches is solvable in polynomial�time �Belady ����
�
In this work we consider the problem of �nding the best static placement for a

given sequence of accesses� Namely� we assume that during execution the objects are
not moved� Kennedy and Kremer �����
 discuss the use of dynamic data placement�
They partition programs into phases� identify possible data placements for each
phase� and remapping costs between phases� and then consider the problem of
�nding the data�layout that minimizes the total cost� They show that the problem
of �nding the best data�layout is NP�hard� and present a framework that �nds the
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best data�layout using state of the art ��� integer programming solvers� Ding and
Kennedy �����a
 apply run�time transformations that improve memory hierarchy
performance�
Ding and Kennedy �����b
 present a global data transformation that does not

use pair�wise information� Instead� it �rst splits and then selectively re�groups all
data arrays in a program� Due to this transformation the compiler can improve
cache�block spatial reuse
The �rst to study the NP�hardness of optimizingdata placement was Thabit ����
�

He discussed the problem of co�locating objects to minimize the number of cache
misses� Such a discussion is interesting even in the case of a one�block cache �i�e��
where k � ��� He represented an access sequence by a proximity graph in which
vertices correspond to objects and each edge between two objects is given a weight
equal to the number of times the two objects appear adjacent in the access se�
quence� He has shown that an optimal placement may be obtained by �nding a
partitioning of the proximity graph into non empty subgraphs of equal size such
that the weight of edges between the subgraphs is minimized� Then� he has shown
that the problem of �nding the best partitioning of a given graph is NP�hard�
Later� Hollander �����
 discussed the k�positioning problem in which the memory

is �nite �of size greater than the number of objects�� and any memory block can be
assigned to any one of k cache blocks� This problem is equivalent to our problem in
the case of direct�mapped caches� Hollander also showed that the decision version of
the k�positioning problem is NP�complete for any k �  and that the k�positioning
problem is MAX SNP�hard for k � � Thus� when the cache has two blocks the
problem cannot be approximated within a factor of � � � for some � � �� unless
P � NP� Our results are much stronger� First� we deal with realistic caches that
have more than two blocks� Moreover� even if one is interested in caches of two
blocks Hollander�s result indicates that it is hard to approximate the problem to
within some small constant� it does not rule out approximation by a factor of� say�
���� This means that there may exist an algorithm that outputs data placement
that has at most ��� more misses than the optimum� Such an algorithm might
have served as an excellent approximation in practice� Our results rule out the
possibility of outputting a placement that is within a factor of O�n���� from the
optimum for any � � �� An approximation not within such a ratio �i�e�� an ��n�����
approximation� cannot be considered useful in practice�

��� Organization

In Section  we present basic concepts in caching systems� In Section � we de�ne
the problems considered in the paper� In Section � we present and prove our main
results on the hardness of approximating the problem of placing objects in memory
such as to minimize cache misses� First� we discuss direct�mapped caches� and then
we deal with t�way set�associative caches� for t � � In Section � we de�ne pairwise
information algorithms� and prove our results on using pairwise information� �rst�
we show that pairwise information is may be misleading	 then� we show that �nding
an approximate placement in the pairwise information setting is as hard as �nding
one for the original problem� Section � contains our approximation algorithms�
In Section � we extend our results to a more general �and practical� setting� We
conclude in Section ��
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�� CACHING SYSTEMS

Today�s caching systems are extremely complex using coherence protocols� bu�er�
ing� policies of dealing with read and write misses� etc� We will show that data
placement is di�cult even for the simplest system� A cache system includes a cache
with k cache blocks� a�k�a� cache lines� The memory is normally much bigger than
the cache� so it consists of many more blocks� When an access to the memory is
made� there is a mapping function that determines where in the cache the memory
block may be� If the block is found �valid� in the cache we have a cache hit � If it
is not� there is a cache miss and the block is read from the memory into the cache
block� The time it takes to bring the block from the memory to the cache is much
longer than the time it takes to read a cache line into the CPU� Thus� the number
of cache misses is considered an important factor in the running time of a program�
Most systems employ a direct�mapped cache� a two�way set�associative cache�

or a four�way set�associative cache� In a direct�mapped cache� each memory block
is mapped exactly to a single cache block� Of course� many memory blocks are
mapped to any single cache block� Usually� the mapping is just the memory block
number modulo the cache size� k� In a t�way set�associative cache� we have k � t
cache blocks� The blocks are grouped into k sets of t blocks each� A memory block
is mapped �rst to a cache set �i�e�� its number modulo k determines the set�� and
then to one of t cache lines of this set� When an access to a memory block is made�
the system calculates the set that corresponds to that memory block� and then
either the memory line is available from one of the t cache lines of the set� or there
is a cache miss and the block is read from the memory to one of the t corresponding
cache blocks� A replacement protocol is used to determine which object is to be
removed from the cache set when a cache miss occurs�
In today�s technology cache blocks normally consists of �� �� or �� bytes� Cache

sizes start at �KB for L� caches and may reach several Mega Bytes for L caches
in server machines�
For a more detailed explanation about memory hierarchy see �Hennessy and Pat�

terson ����
�

�� THE PROBLEMS

In this section we de�ne the problems we consider in the paper� We start with the
simplest� cache conscious placement for direct�mapped cache systems�

Direct�Mapped Caches

Let us now try to formalize the problem in a theoretical framework� We denote the
set of memory objects by O � fo�� � � � � omg� We assume all objects have identical
size� We denote a sequence of object accesses by � � ���� � � � � �n� where �i � O
for i � f�� � � � � ng� We assume the size of the memory is not bounded� i�e�� in�nite�
and we start by assuming direct mapping to a cache of k lines �a�k�a� blocks��
An address N in the memory is assigned by the direct mapping to block number
�N mod k� in the cache�� Given an input �O� �� the goal is to �nd a memory
placement of the objects in O that minimizes the number of cache misses which

�Our result holds for any other reasonable direct mapping� We require that the mapping be
e�ciently computable� e�ciently invertible� and that memory blocks are evenly mapped into the
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occur when accessing the data objects according to the sequence �� Note that the
placement of the objects in the memory completely determines the number of cache
misses for the sequence �� Once the objects have been placed� the direct mapping
allows no freedom of choice during execution� Suppose that the objects in O are
placed in the memory by the mapping f � Denote by Misses��O� ��� f� the number
of cache misses occurring while accessing the memory according to a sequence � of
objects from O� We formalize the above in the following manner�

Minimum k�cache misses

Instance� A set of memory objects O � fo�� � � � � omg� and a sequence of accesses
� � ���� � � � � �n� such that �i � O for all i � f�� � � � � ng�

Solution� A placement of the objects to the memory� i�e�� a mapping f � O � N�

Measure� Misses��O� ��� f��

A simpli�cation we make� is that we think of object sizes as being equal to each
other and also equal to the size of the cache block� Note that this is a special case of
the more general problem� and even this special case turns out hard� Our results can
easily be extended to show hardness also for cases in which the objects are forced
to being smaller or larger than a cache block� Another simpli�cation we use is that
the memory is not limited� Intuitively� the fact that actual memories are �nite does
not help in �nding a good placement� We show this formally in Section ���� The
third assumption we make is that objects are placed such that they are aligned�
That is� the objects are placed in the beginning of memory blocks� and� therefore�
they are mapped to the beginning of cache lines� Under this assumption� many
feasible solutions are discarded� Thus� an optimal solution may be better than an
aligned optimal solution� In Section � we give a formal de�nition of the unrestricted
alignments version of the minimum k�cache misses problem� and we show that our
results hold for the unrestricted alignments case as well�

t�way Set�Associative Caches and Sensible Replacement Protocols

A natural extension of the k�cache misses problem is the t�way k�cache misses
problem� In this problem we are given a t�way set�associative cache� each of the k
cache sets contains t cache blocks� This means that� at any given moment� there
can be t objects in each cache set �when using our simpli�ed object sizes�� Here�
the number of misses is determined by the mapping of objects to the memory and
by the policy� called the replacement protocol � used to determine which of the t
blocks in the set is replaced when a miss occurs�
Our results for t�way set�associative caches require that the replacement policy

is not extremely bad� If it is� we may get that all mapping of objects to memory
behave so bad� so that there is no di�erence between an optimal mapping and any
other mapping� We think of a replacement policy as extremely bad� if recently used
objects keep being replaced� whereas unused objects are kept in the cache�
Consider the following scenario� We are given a sequence of memory accesses

ending with many repetitions of a sub�sequence �� that accesses a subset A of

k cache lines� In fact� an even distribution is not necessary� but being drastically far from even
distribution may be a problem� Of course� this never happens in real systems�
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the objects� and all objects in A are mapped to the same cache set� Clearly�
if the number of objects in A is greater than t many cache misses will occur�
However� what should we expect when there are t or fewer objects in A� A bad
replacement protocol may keep old memory objects in the cache and replace the
objects in A even though they repeat many times in this sub�sequence� This sort
of behavior is very expensive in terms of cache misses and does not happen in
practical replacement protocols� We expect a reasonable replacement protocol to
place all the objects in A in the cache and prevent more cache misses� Therefore�
a reasonable requirement from a replacement protocol of a t�way set�associative
cache is to satisfy the following rule� if a �possibly very long� sequence iteratively
accesses q objects which are mapped to the same cache set� and q � t� then the
number of cache misses should not exceed q by much� We formalize this by the
following�

De�nition ���� A replacement protocol for a t�way set�associative cache is called
C�sensible if the following holds� Let � be a sequence of q distinct objects � �
�oi� � oi� � � � � � oiq� and let these objects be placed in the memory via any placement
that does not cause more than t of these objects to be mapped to the same cache
set� Then� for any possible sequence �� and any integer �� when we execute the
sequences �� and �� consecutively �i�e�� �� followed by � iterations of �� we get at
most q �C misses on the accesses of ���

In asymptotic analysis� the exact value of the constant C becomes immaterial�
Therefore� we will sometimes �when appropriate� ignore the constant C and call
the replacement protocol sensible�
Clearly� replacement protocols such as LRU and FIFO are ��sensible replacement

protocols� A pseudo�LRU algorithm is used in the Intel Pentium platform� The
replacement protocol works as follows� Each set is divided into two pairs� Each pair
has a �ag indicating which block in this pair was accessed last� Another �ag is used
to determine which pair contains the most recently used block� The replacement
protocol replaces the least recently used block from the least recently used pair �note
that this may not be the least recently used block�� This replacement protocol is
��sensible as well�

t�way Set�Associative Caches

Denote by Missest��O� ��� f� the number of cache misses occurring while accessing
the memory according to a sequence � of objects from O when using a t�way set�
associative cache �the replacement protocol should be clear from the context�� The
cache misses minimization problem in this case can be formulated as follows�

Minimum t�way k�cache misses

Instance� A set of memory objects O � fo�� � � � � omg� and a sequence of accesses
� � ���� � � � � �n� such that �i � O for all i � f�� � � � � ng�

Solution� A placement of the objects to the memory� i�e�� a mapping f � O � N�

Measure� Missest��O� ��� f��

We de�ne the following for the t�way k�cache misses problem� The corresponding
de�nitions for the k�cache misses problem �and for other problems that will be
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de�ned later� can be understood in a straightforward manner� Given a set of
objects O and a sequence �� a placement f� is called optimal if every placement f
satis�es Missest��O� ��� f�� � Missest��O� ��� f�� We sometimes refer to the value of
an optimal solution with respect to an instance I � �O� �� as Opt�I�� A placement
f is called r�approximate if Missest��O� ��� f� � r � Opt�O� ��� A polynomial time
algorithm is called an r�approximation algorithm if� given an instance �O� ��� it
returns an r�approximate placement�

Graph Colorability

We use the graph k�colorability problem in our reductions�

Graph k�colorability �kCOL�

Instance� An undirected graph G � �V�E��

Problem� Is G k�colorable� i�e�� does there exist a function c � V � f�� � � � � k � �g
such that c�u� �� c�v� whenever �u� v� � E�

This problem is known to be NP�complete for any k � � �see� e�g�� �Garey and
Johnson ����
��
A function c � V � f�� � � � � k� �g is called a k�coloring � Given a graph G and

a k�coloring c we call an edge e � �u� v� monochromatic if c�u� � c�v�� We denote
by Mono�G� c� the number of monochromatic edges in G� In particular� if G is
k�colorable� then there exists a k�coloring of G� c� such that Mono�G� c� � ��

�� HARDNESS RESULTS

In this section we prove our results on the di�culty of approximating minimum k�
cache misses and minimum t�way k�cache misses� In both problems we show that�
if P �� NP� for every k � � the problem cannot be approximated within O�n����
for every � � �� We show this by constructing reductions from graph k�colorability�
The reductions get as input a graph G and output an instance of the k�cache misses
problem or the t�way k�cache misses problem such that if G is k�colorable then the
optimal number of cache misses is extremely low� and otherwise it is very high�
Such reductions imply that an approximation algorithm for the k�cache misses
problem or the t�way k�cache misses problem can be used to distinguish between
graphs which are k�colorable and graphs which are not� Moreover� even a vague
evaluation of the optimal solution provides a way to determine whether a given
graph is k�colorable�

��� Notation and Terminology

We use the following notation� Given two sequences � � ���� � � � � �n� and �� �
����� � � � � �

�
n��� we denote by �

J
�� the sequence ���� � � � � �n� �

�
�� � � � � �

�
n�� �i�e��

J
denotes concatenation�� �t stands for

Jt
i�� ��

��� Minimum k�cache Misses

We start by constructing an instance of the k�cache problem for any possible graph�
This construction will later be used in the proof of Theorem ���� In the construction
we use a parameter � which is a constant to be determined later� Given a graph
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v� v�

v�v�

v� v�

v�v�

G� G�

Fig� �� Example
 G� is ��colorable� while G� is not�

G � �V�E� we construct an instance of the k�cache misses problem� This instance
contains a memory object for each vertex in V � and a sequence of accesses in which
each edge is represented by a sub�sequence� The sub�sequence corresponding to an
edge �u� v� � E consists of many repetitions of the two objects which correspond to
the two vertices u and v� Formally� given a graph G � �V�E� we de�ne H��G� �
�OG� �G�� where OG �

�
o�� � � � � ojV j

�
� and

�G �
K

�vi�vj��E

�oi� oj�
jEj� �

We assume there exist some canonical ordering of the edges� otherwise �G is de�ned
in a way which is not unique� In fact� any ordering su�ces for the correctness of
our results�
Since � is a constant H��G� can be constructed in polynomial time� and it is of

size  �jEj�����

Example ���� Consider the instances for the ��colorability problem that are given
in Figure �� Clearly� G� is ��colorable� while G� is not� Let H��G�� � �O�� ���� and
H��G�� � �O�� ��� be the corresponding instances for the ��cache misses problem�
Both O� and O� contain four objects o�� o�� o� and o�� However� �� and �� are
di�erent�

�� � �o�� o��
��
K
�o�� o��

��
K
�o�� o��

��
K
�o�� o��

��
K
�o�� o��

��
K
�o�� o��

��

�� � �o�� o��
	�
K
�o�� o��

	�
K
�o�� o��

	�
K
�o�� o��

	�
K
�o�� o��

	�

Given four objects and only three cache lines� we have to assign at least two objects
to memory addresses that correspond to the same cache line� Thus� the number of
misses due to �� is at least �

�� On the other hand� if our placement maps o� and o�
to the same cache line� while mapping o� and o� to the remaining two cache lines
�one each�� the number of misses due to �� will be ��

Next we relate placements to k�colorings in such a way that the number of misses
caused by the sequence �G when using a placement f will be strongly correlated
to the number of monochromatic edges in G when colored by a corresponding k�
coloring c� Given a k�coloring c of V we de�ne a family of corresponding placements
Fc� A placement f � OG � N is in Fc if it places oi in a memory block that is
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mapped to a cache line which is indexed by c�vi� �e�g�� f�oi� � i � k � c�vi��� Note
that for every placement f there exists a k�coloring c for which f � Fc �for c that
colors vi � V according to the cache line assigned to the memory address in which
oi is placed�� The next lemma shows a connection between a k�coloring c of V
and a corresponding placement f � Fc� Recall that Mono�G� c� is the number of
monochromatic edges in G when colored by c�

Lemma ���� For any k�coloring c of V � and for any f � Fc�

Misses�H��G�� f� �  �jEj
�Mono�G� c�� � O�jEj� �

Proof� Consider a mapping f � Fc� Now� examine an edge �vi� vj� � E� If the
edge �vi� vj� is monochromatic then f�oi� and f�oj� are mapped to the same cache

line� Therefore� the sub�sequence �oi� oj�
jEj� that corresponds to a monochromatic

edge contributes at least  jEj� � � misses� On the other hand� if �vi� vj� is not
monochromatic then f�oi� and f�oj � are not mapped to the same cache line� Thus�
a non�monochromatic edge causes no more than two misses�

Next� we show that if graph G is k�colorable then the optimal number of cache
misses is low� and otherwise it is very high�

Proposition ���� If a graph G is k�colorable then Opt�H��G�� � O�jEj�� oth�

erwise Opt�H��G�� � ��jEj
���

Proof� If G is k�colorable then there exists a k�coloring c for which there are no
monochromatic edges� Thus� by Lemma ��� Misses�H��G�� f� � O�jEj� for f � Fc�
On the other hand� if G is not k�colorable then a k�coloring for which there are no
monochromatic edges does not exist� which means that Mono�G� c� � � for any k�
coloring c of G� As mentioned before� for any placement f there exists a k�coloring
c such that f � Fc� Therefore� Lemma �� implies that Misses�H��G�� f� � ��jEj

��
for every placement f �

Theorem ���� For every k � � and � � � � � the k�cache misses problem
cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n����� unless P � NP�

Proof� Given a graph G we �x � �
�
�
�
� �
�
�note that it is a constant as

promised�� and construct H��G�� By Proposition ��� ifG � kCOL then Opt�H��G�� �

O�jEj�� while if �G� k� �� COL then Opt�H��G�� � ��jEj
��� Thus� distinguishing

between instances I for which Opt�I� � O�jEj�� and instances I for which Opt�I� �

��jEj
�
� is NP�hard� Suppose there exists an algorithm that outputs an O�jEj

���
��

approximate placement� Then� we can use it to determine if Opt�I� � O�jEj�� If
there exists a placement f such that Misses�H��G�� f� � O�jEj� then the algorithm

will output a placement g such that Misses�H��G�� g� � O�jEj����� However� if
such a placement does not exist� the algorithm will output a placement g for which
Misses�H��G�� g� � ��jEj��� This implies that there cannot exist an O�jEj�����
approximation algorithm for the minimum cache misses problem� unless P �� NP�
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It remains to relate jEj��� to the instance size� i�e�� to jH��G�j� Note that�

jEj
��� �  �jH��G�j

���
��� �

�  �jH��G�j
�� �

��� �

�  �jH��G�j
�� �

d���e �

� ��jH��G�j
����

and we are done�

Corollary ���� For every k � � and � � � � �
� the optimal value of the k�

cache misses problem cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n
�
�����

unless P � NP�

Proof� Given a graph G we �x � �
�
�
�� � �

�
� and construct H��G�� The gap

shown in the proof of Theorem ��� implies that if we can e�ciently approximate

the value of the optimal solution within a factor of O�jEj
�������

� then we can
decide in polynomial time whether G is k�colorable or not� Thus� it is NP�hard to

approximate the value of the optimal solution within a factor of O�jEj
�������

�� and

jEj
������� �  �jH��G�j

���
������ �

�  �jH��G�j
�
��

�
������ �

�  �jH��G�j
�
��

�
�d����e �

� ��jH��G�j
�
���� �

The corollary follows�

��� Minimum t�way k�cache Misses

We now turn to showing that data placement is di�cult even for systems that do
not employ direct mapping� We start with constructing an instance of the t�way k�
cache misses problem �i�e�� a sequence of accesses� for any given graph G � �V�E��
As in the case of the k�cache misses problem this instance contains a memory object
for each vertex in V � and each edge �u� v� � E is represented by some sub�sequence
which consists of many repetitions of the two objects which correspond to the two
vertices u and v� However� as opposed to the direct mapping case� the instance
contains more �dummy� memory objects and an additional sub�sequence whose
purpose is to force the replacement policy to imitate a direct�mapped cache� Due to
this property we can establish a connection between the number of monochromatic
edges in a given k�coloring and the number of cache misses in a corresponding
mapping for any sensible replacement protocol�
Given a graph G � �V�E�� we construct the instance H��G� � �OG� �G�� such

that

OG �
�
o�� � � � � ojV j

�
� fdi�j � i � �k
� j � �t� �
g

where �r
 � f�� � � � � r� �g� and

�G � �G��
K

�G��
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where

�G�� �
K

�vi�vj��E

�
�
�
�k��K

i��


t��K
j��


�di��j��

�
AK�oi� oj�

�
A

jEj�

and

�G�� �
tK

j�


�
�k��K

i�


K
j� ��j

�di�j��

�
A

jEj���

Again� we assume there exists some canonical ordering of the edges� otherwise �G��
is not uniquely de�ned� Any ordering su�ces for the correctness of our results�
Next� as in the k�cache case we relate mappings to k�colorings in such a way that

the number of misses in �G due to a mapping will be strongly related to the number
of monochromatic edges in G when colored by the corresponding k�coloring� Given
a k�coloring c of V we de�ne a corresponding family of placements Fc� A placement
f � OG � N is in Fc if it places oi in a memory block that is mapped to a cache set
which is indexed by c�vi�� and distributes the objects in Dj � fdi�j � i � �k
g into
the k di�erent cache sets� i�e�� places� for all j � �t � �
� exactly one object from
the set Dj in each cache set� Note that for every placement f which places exactly
one object from Dj in each cache set for all j � �t� �
 there exists a k�coloring c
for which f � Fc �the one which colors vi � V according to the cache set assigned
to the memory address in which oi is placed�� The next lemma shows a connection
between a k�coloring c of V and a corresponding placement f � Fc�

Lemma ���� For any k�coloring c of V � if the replacement protocol is C�sensible�
then for any f � Fc�

Missest�H��G�� f� �  �jEj
�Mono�G� c�� �O�jEj� �

Proof� Consider a mapping f � Fc� When using a cache with an C�sensible
replacement protocol and the placement f the number of misses in the second part
of �G �i�e�� in �G��� is at most t �C � O����
Now let us check �G��� Consider an edge �vi� vj� � E� If �vi� vj� is monochromatic

then f�oi� and f�oj � are mapped to the same cache set� In this case� each repetition

of the sub�sequence �� � �
Jk��

i��


Jt��
j��
�di��j���

J
�oi� oj� causes at least one cache

miss �and up to t � � misses� because there are t � � objects in this sub�sequence

which are mapped to the same cache set� Since �� is repeated jEj
� times there

are  �jEj�� misses due to the sub�sequence corresponding to the edge �vi� vj�� On
the other hand� if the edge �vi� vj� is not monochromatic then f�oi� and f�oj�
are not mapped into the same cache set� In this case� there are exactly t objects
whose addresses are mapped to the i�th set for any i � �k
� Thus� when using

a sensible replacement protocol� the sub�sequence ��jEj
�

� which corresponds to the
non�monochromatic edge �vi� vj�� causes O��� misses�
The lemma follows from the fact that there are Mono�G� c� monochromatic edges�

and up to jEj non�monochromatic edges�

Proposition ���� If the replacement protocol is sensible� then if G is k�colorable
then Opt�H��G�� � O�jEj�� otherwise Opt�H��G�� � ��jEj

���
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Proof� Consider an optimal placement f � There are two possibilities� either�
for all j � �t � �
� f splits each set Sj � fdi�j� � i � �k
� j

� � �t� �
g n Dj evenly
in the cache� i�e�� for each cache set Cr �r � �k
� f places exactly t objects from
Sj at addresses corresponding to Cr� or f does not have this property� If f does
not place the di�j�s as described above then for some j more than t objects from
Sj are placed at addresses corresponding to some cache set� In this case� the

resulting number of misses in �G�� will be ��jEj
����� On the other hand� if f

places the di�j�s in this way the number of misses caused by �G�� will be no greater
than O�tk� � O��� �k and t are constants�� By Lemma ���� the overall number of

misses will be O�jEj���� � o�jEj����� We conclude that an optimal placement must
have the above property� i�e�� it must place exactly t objects from Sj at addresses
corresponding to each cache set for every j � �t� �
�
Now� we show that in order to satisfy the above requirement� an optimal place�

ment must place exactly one object from Dj � fdi�j � i � �k
g at an address corre�
sponding to each cache set for any j � �t� �
� Consider two indices j�� j� � �t� �

such that j� �� j�� We know that an optimal placement f must place exactly t
objects from Sjr at addresses corresponding to each cache set for r � �� � By
de�nition Sj� � Sj� �Dj� nDj� � Thus� the surplus in any cache set after adding the
objects in Dj� to Sj� must be eliminated by the removal of Dj� � Thus� the number
of objects from the sets Dj� and Dj� which are placed by f in each cache set must
be the same� This argument works for all j�� j� � �t � �
 such that j� �� j�� and�
therefore� the number of objects from the set Dj which are placed by an optimal
placement f in each cache set must be the same for any j � �t� �
� We claim that
the only way to do this while placing exactly t objects from Sj in each cache set
for every j � �t� �
 is by placing exactly one object from Dj in each cache set for
any j � �t � �
� Assume the contrary� Then� there exist a cache set i in which f
places either no objects from the Dj �s or more than one object from each of the
Dj �s� Pick an index j � �t� �
 and examine the set Sj � In the �rst case no objects
are placed in the i�th set� and in the second at least t objects are placed in the
i�th set� Both in contradiction to the requirement that an optimal solution places
exactly t objects from Sj in each cache set for every j � �t � �
� Therefore� an
optimal solution must place exactly one object from Dj in each cache set for any
j � �t� �
�
The rest of the proof is the similar to the proof of Proposition ��� �where

Lemma ��� replaces Lemma ���� Recall that if a placement f places exactly one
object from Dj in each cache set for any j � �t� �
� then there exist a k�coloring c
such that f � Fc� If G is k�colorable then there exists a k�coloring c for which there
are no monochromatic edges� Thus� by Lemma ���� Missest�H��G�� f� � O�jEj� for
any f � Fc� On the other hand� if G is not k�colorable then a k�coloring for which
there are no monochromatic edges does not exist� Therefore� Lemma ��� implies
that Misses�H��G�� f� � ��jEj

�
� an optimal placement f �

Theorem ���� For every k � � and � � � � � the t�way k�cache misses prob�
lem �when using a sensible replacement protocol� cannot be e�ciently approximated
within a factor of O�n����� unless P � NP�

Proof� Given a graph G we �x � �
�
�
� � 

�
� and construct H��G�� By Propo�

sition ��� distinguishing between instances I for which Opt�I� � O�jEj�� and in�
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stances I for which Opt�I� � ��jEj�� is NP�hard� This implies that there cannot

exist an O�jEj�����approximation algorithm for the minimum cache misses prob�

lem� unless P �� NP� It remains to relate jEj��� to the instance size� i�e�� to jH�j�
Note that

jEj
��� �  �jH��G�j

���
��� �

�  �jH��G�j
�� �

��� �

�  �jH��G�j
�� �

d���e �

� ��jH��G�j
���
�

and we are done�

Corollary ��	� For every k � � and � � � � �
� the optimal value of the t�

way k�cache misses problem �when using a sensible replacement protocol� cannot be

e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n
�
����� unless P � NP�

Proof� Given a graph G we �x � �
�
�
� � 

�
� and construct H��G�� The gap

shown in Theorem ��� implies that if we can e�ciently approximate the value of the

optimal solution within a factor of O�jEj�������� then we can decide in polynomial
time whether G is k�colorable or not� Thus� it is NP�hard to approximate the value

of the optimal solution within a factor of O�jEj��������� and

jEj
������� �  �jH��G�j

���
������ �

�  �jH��G�j
�
��

�
������ �

�  �jH��G�j
�
��

�
d���e �

� ��jH��G�j
�
���� �

The corollary follows�

Note that the proof of Lemma ��� and consequently Theorem ��� and Corol�
lary ��� hold for any sensible replacement protocol� and in particular� for LRU�
FIFO� and pseudo�LRU�

��� Finite Size Memory

It seems intuitively correct that an in�nite memory makes the placement problem
easier to solve� and our hardness results stronger� In this section we formalize
this intuition by showing that our hardness results are valid even if the memory is
�nite� We start by integrating the memory size into the de�nition of the problem�
and continue by showing that the modi�ed problem is as hard to approximate as
its in�nite counterpart� For simplicity we apply this modi�cation to the simplest
model� i�e�� a direct�mapped cache with the mapping being the modulus function�
A similar argument holds also for the t�way set�associative case� and for any other
mapping that maps the memory to the cache in a reasonably balanced manner�
Consider the following scenario� We are given a set of memory objects O �

fo�� � � � � omg� an access sequence �� and a memory of size M � jOj� Our goal is to
�nd a placement f � O � �M 
 which minimizes the number of cache misses� The
problem is formalized as follows�
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Minimum k�cache M �memory misses

Instance� A set of memory objects O � fo�� � � � � omg� a sequence of accesses
� � ���� � � � � �n� such that �i � O for all i � f�� � � � � ng� and an integer
M � m�

Solution� A placement of the objects to the memory� i�e�� a mapping f � O �
�M 
�

Measure� Misses��O� ��� f��

Theorem ���
� For every k � � and � � � � � the k�cache M �memory misses
problem cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n����� unless P �
NP�

Proof� We use the same proof as in Theorem ���� except that on a given input
graph G� the output of the reduction is �H��G��m � k�� namely� we add a bound on
the memory size being M � m � k� where m is the number of objects and k is the
number of blocks in the cache� To see that this works well� we have to show that
when G is k�colorable� the optimal placement has a small number of cache misses
and when G is not k�colorable any placement causes many cache misses� In the
latter case the analysis does not change� The limitation on the placement �i�e�� the
size of the memory� may only increase the cache misses for the optimal solution�
and this does not foil the analysis� In the �rst case� where G is k�colorable� we need
to show that the optimal placement does have the low number of cache misses as in
the original proof of the theorem� However� since there are m objects� the optimal
placement may try to map at most m objects to any speci�c cache block� Doing
this is possible also when the memory has m � k cache blocks� To map j objects
to cache block number i �for j � m�� the placement puts them in memory blocks
i� i�k� � � � � i� j �k� Thus� the optimal placement is possible also when the memory
is restricted� and we are done with the proof of Theorem �����

Corollary ����� For every k � � and � � � � �
� the optimal value of the k�

cache M �memory misses problem cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor
of O�n

�
����� unless P � NP�

Proof� Same argument as in Corollary ����

�� PAIRWISE INFORMATION

In this section we show that keeping only pairwise information on a given sequence
of memory accesses causes �in the worst case� a loss of critical information� even if
one is allowed to process the information with no computational limitations� We
also show that even if one is forces to use pairwise information� �nding a good
placement with respect to pairwise information �and not necessarily with respect
to the whole sequence� is di�cult�
Our intentions is to model the actual procedure by which data placement algo�

rithms have kept the data �Chilimbi and Larus ����	 Calder et al� ����
� Since the
full sequence of accesses is hard to predict� and� even when given� it is long and
requires a lengthy processing� previous works used pairwise information� In par�
ticular� for each pair of objects ! how many cache misses would result from their
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being placed to two locations in the memory that are mapped to the same cache
line�
We show that the value of a pairwise optimal solution may be far from the value

of an optimal solution to the k�cache misses problem for every k � � We do this by
constructing an instance with the following property� a placement that achieves the
minimumcache misses for pairs is a factor of k�� away from an optimal placement�
Then� we show that� unless P � NP� there is no e�cient optimal algorithm

that minimizes the number of cache misses in the pairwise information setting�
Moreover� we show that one cannot �nd an approximate placement whose value is
within a factor of O�n���� from the optimal value�

��� The Problem

Let us begin with formalizing the above notion of using pairwise information� Con�
sider an instance �O� �� of the k�cache misses problem� where O � fo�� � � � � omg�
Given two objects oi� oj � O� let �i�j be the sequence resulting from eliminat�
ing all other elements� i�e�� all elements or such that r �� i� j from �� We call
the sequence �i�j the pairwise sequence of oi and oj� or the projection of � on
oi and oj� Consider the following scenario� we are given

�
m
�

�
pairwise sequences

f�i�j � � � i � j � mg� and we try to �nd one global good mapping that minimizes
the number of misses in all pairwise sequences� that is� we try to �nd a mapping
f that minimizes Pairs��O� ��� f� �

P
i�jMisses��foi� ojg � �i�j�� f�� Formally� we

consider the following problem�

Minimum k�cache pairwise misses

Instance� A set of memory objects O � fo�� � � � � omg� and a sequence of accesses
� � ���� � � � � �n� such that �i � O for all i � f�� � � � � ng�

Solution� A placement of the objects to the memory� i�e�� a mapping f � O � N�

Measure� Pairs��O� ��� f��

Note that instances of the k�cache misses problem and instances of the k�cache
pairwise misses problem have the same format� The di�erence is in the target
optimization function�
Given a placement f let SizeO�f �i� be the number of objects from O which are

mapped by f to the i�th cache line� Using the convention that memory blocks are
mapped to cache blocks with the modulo function� we get�

SizeO�f �i� � jfoj � f�oj � mod k � igj �

We call a mapping f balanced if SizeO�f �i� � SizeO�f �j� for every i� j � �k
� otherwise
it is called unbalanced��

��� Pairwise Information is may be Misleading

We start by constructing an instance� �O� ��� of the k�cache misses problem for
which the optimum to the k�cache pairwise misses problem is a factor of k��

� away

�In our analysis� the number of objectsm is always an integer multiplication of the number of sets
in the cache� k� A natural generalization of this de�nition allows� when m is not a multiplication
of k� a di�erence of at most � between the maximum and the minimum values of SizeO�f �i� over
all i�s�
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from the optimum of the k�cache misses problem� Later we will show how to alter
this construction in order to get an instance for which the optimum to the k�cache
pairwise misses problem is a factor of k� � away from the optimum of the k�cache
misses problem�
The instance contains k� memory objects� and an access sequence which treats

them as k sets of k objects� Speci�cally� let O � foij � i � �k
� j � �k
g �recall that
�k
 � f�� � � � � kg�� and let � � ��

J
��� where

�� �
k��K
i�


	
k��K
r�


oir


��

�� �
k��K
i�


k��K
j�i��

	
k��K
r�


k��K
s�


�oir� ojs�
��




and � is a large number �to be determined later�� As before� any ordering of the
sub�sequences su�ces for the correctness of our results�
The intuition behind this construction is the following� The goal is to make the

optimal pairwise placement be much di�erent from the real optimal placement� This
sequence makes sure that a pairwise optimal solution �i�e�� an optimal solution for
the k�cache pairwise misses problem�� places the objects oi
� � � � � oi�k��� at addresses
corresponding to di�erent cache sets for any i� On the other hand� the real optimal
placement does the opposite� for each i� it places the objects oi
� � � � � oi�k��� at
addresses corresponding to the same cache line�
The goal of the �rst sequence� ��� is to mislead the pairwise target function�

This sequence seems extremely expensive to the pairwise target function because
there are

�
k
�

�
pairs� each causing many cache misses� However� when the sequence

is really executed� these costs are not disjoint and need not be counted
�
k
�

�
times�

After blinding the pairwise target function in this manner� we make it pay for its
mistake using the second sequence ��� In the eyes of the pairwise target function
the cost of �� seems small comparing to the cost of ��� This is of course not true
when the full sequence is checked� The optimal placement pays very little when
executing �� and this is how the gap between the two placements is obtained� We
go on and formalize this intuition�
In what follows it is important to remember that � is a large number� much

larger than k� The access sequence � consists of inner sub�sequences �containing
k or  memory objects� which appear either �� or � times� In �� an inner sub�

sequence is of the form
Jk��

r�
 oir � �oi
� � � � � oi�k���� and in �� it is of the form
�oir� ojs�� Consider such an inner sub�sequence ��� Given a mapping f � we can
divide the cache misses occurring during the repetitions of �� into two types� The
�rst type are misses occurring during the �rst time the sub�sequence �� is accessed�
and the second type are the misses that occur in the rest of the repetitions of ���
We consider this di�erence because we want to discuss separately the required cost
of bringing some objects to the cache the �rst time they are accessed� and the �not
always required� cost of repeatedly bringing them to the cache again and again
�because the placement was not good�� If �� contains two or more objects that
are mapped to addresses which correspond to the same cache line a miss occur in
each repetition� Otherwise� no misses of the second type occur� The sequence ��
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contains k inner sub�sequences of size k� and �� contains k
�
�
k
�

�
inner sub�sequences

of size � Therefore� there can be up to k��� � 
�
k
�

�
� � k� misses due to the �rst

type of misses for every possible mapping� As can be expected� misses of the second
type will be the dominant in our analysis�
Our plan is as follows� We start with showing that the optimal placement has a

relatively low cost� Next� we show that the placement that gets the pairwise target
function to the minimum has a speci�c structure� Finally� we show that with this
structure� the optimal pairwise placement must cause a lot of cache misses�
We �x � � k�� and we start with an upper bound on the value of an optimal

mapping for the k�cache misses problem�

Lemma ���� Let f be an optimal placement for the k�cache misses problem�
Then� Misses��O� ��� f� � ��k��

Proof� Let g be a placement that places the objects in the set Oi � foij � j � �k
g
in memory locations corresponding to the i�th line of the cache� Misses��O� ���� g� �
��k�� and Misses��O� ���� g� � k�� Thus� Misses��O� ��� g� � ��k� � k� � ��k��
Since f is an optimal placement its cost is bounded by the cost of using g�

Consider two objects oi�j� � oi�j� � O� and denote by ��i�j����i�j�� the pairwise
sequence of the two objects� i�e�� the projection of the sequence � on these two ob�
jects� If i� � i� then ��i�j����i�j�� consists of a pre�x �oi�j� � oi�j��

�� that is projected

from �� and a su�x that contains �k � ��k copies of o
��
i�j� and �k � ��k copies of

o��i�j� projected from ��� Namely�

��i�j����i�j�� � �oi�j� � oi�j��
��
K

�o��i�j�

K
o��i�j��

k��i����
K

��o��i�j��
k
K
�o��i�j��

k��k�i��

On the other hand� if i� � i� then ��i�j����i�j�� consists of a pre�x o��i�j�
J

o��i�j�
originating from ��� and three kinds of contributions from ��� a sub�sequence
�oi�j� � oi�j��

��� k�k� ��� � copies of o��i�j� � and k�k� ��� � copies of o
��
i�j�
� That is�

��i�j����i�j�� � o��i�j�

K
o��i�j�

K
��o��i�j��

k
K
�o��i�j��

k��i����
K

�o��i�j��
�j����

K
�o��i�j��

�j����
K

�oi�j�
K

oi�j��
��
K

�o��i�j��
�k�j��

K
�o��i�j��

�k�j��
K

�o��i�j��
k��k�i����

The number of misses resulting from placing the two objects at addresses corre�
sponding to the same cache line can be divided into two types� The �rst type of
misses are those that occur due to the sub�sequence which contains either � or ��
repetitions of �oi�j� � oi�j��� and the second type are the rest� If we access the same
object many times� it is as if we have accessed it only once� as far as the cache
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is concerned� Therefore� there are no more than k�k � �� pairwise misses of the
second type �in both cases��
We now show that a pairwise optimal solution must be balanced�

Lemma ���� A placement f that minimizes Pairs��O� ��� f� is balanced�

Proof� Let g be an unbalanced placement� We construct a �not necessarily
balanced� placement f from g such that Pairs��O� ��� f� � Pairs��O� ��� g�� Thus�
an unbalanced placement cannot be optimal with respect to the target function
Pairs��O� ��� ��� We start by observing that because g is unbalanced there exist two
cache sets i�� i� for which SizeO�g�i�� � k � � and SizeO�g�i�� � k � �� Namely�
the number of objects that g maps to cache line i� is larger by at least  than the
number of objects it maps to cache line i�� Furthermore� there exists an index i
for which g maps more objects from Oi � foij � j � �k
g to line i� than to line i��
Denote by t� and t� the number of objects from Oi which are mapped to lines i�
and i�� respectively� Also� de�ne "r � SizeO�g�ir� � tr for i � f�� g� "� and
"� are the number of objects not from Oi that are mapped to the lines i� and i��
respectively� Clearly�

�t� �"��� �t� �"�� � SizeO�g�i��� SizeO�g�i�� �  � ���

Let f be a placement� which places objects as g does� with the exception that
one of the objects� which is mapped by g to line i�� is mapped by f to line i�� We
begin the analysis by ignoring the second type of misses� We will later show that
misses of the second type do not interfere too much with our calculations� We start
by computing the di�erence in pairwise misses between g and f � Note that the
di�erence originates only from misses in the i� and i� cache lines� Namely� due to
the fact that t� is reduced by � and t� is increased by �� We separate the calculation
to �� and ��� For �� the modi�ed cost is due to the interaction between the t� �or
t�� objects in the set Oi�

Pairs��O� ���� g�� Pairs��O� ���� f� � ���
�
t�
�

�
�
�
t�
�

�
�
�
t���
�

�
�
�
t���
�

�
�

� ���t� � t� � ��

For �� the main cost is the interaction of the moved object with the "� or "�

objects that are not in Oi�

Pairs��O� ���� g�� Pairs��O� ���� f� � ���"� �"�� �

We show that Pairs��O� ��� g� � Pairs��O� ��� f� in each of three possible cases�

��� t� � t� � ��
In this case� "� � "� � � due to Equation �� Thus� Pairs��O� ���� g� �
Pairs��O� ���� f�� and Pairs��O� ���� g� � Pairs��O� ��k�� f��

�� t� � t� �  and "� �"� � ��
Pairs��O� ���� g� � Pairs��O� ���� f�� and Pairs��O� ���� g� � Pairs��O� ���� f��

��� t� � t� �  and "� �"� � ��
In this case� using Equation ��

Pairs��O� ���� g�� Pairs��O� ���� f� � �� � ��"� �"� � ��

� �� � ���"� �"�� �
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whereas�

Pairs��O� ���� g�� Pairs��O� ���� f� � ���"� �"�� �

Thus�

Pairs��O� ��� g�� Pairs��O� ��� f� � �����"� �"�� � ���"� �"�� �

Using the fact that "� �"� � �� we get that

Pairs��O� ��� g� � Pairs��O� ��� f� � �� � � �

We conclude that� Pairs��O� ��� g� � Pairs��O� ��� f� � �� Now we must take into
account the change in the �rst type of pairwise misses� As said earlier� there can be
up to k�k��� misses of the second type� Thus� in the worst case� Pairs��O� ��� g��
Pairs��O� ��� f� � k� � k�k � �� � �� �Recall that we �xed � � k��� This means
that f is a better placement than g with respect to the k�cache pairwise problem� It
follows that for every unbalanced placement there exist another better placement�
Therefore� an optimal placement must be balanced�

Next� we present a lower bound on the value of a pairwise optimal solution�

Lemma ���� Let f be an optimal pairwise placement �i�e�� a placement that min�
imizes Pairs��O� ��� f��� Then� Misses��O� ��� f� � �k��k � ���

Proof� Let g be a balanced placement� Consider two objects o� o� � O which
are placed in the same cache set by g� If o� o� � Oi � foij � j � �k
g for some i � �k
�
then their contribution to Pairs��O� ��� g� is at least �� misses �due to ���� otherwise
they contribute no more than ��� k�k� �� misses� ��� k�k� �� � ��� thus� the
best pairwise balanced placement f would be a placement which places the objects
from Oi in di�erent cache sets for any i � �k
 �e�g�� the one that places o�j� � � � � okj
in the same cache set for any j�� Thus� due to ��� Pairs��O� ��� f� � ��k

�
k
�

�
�

However� recall that we want to �nd out the number of #real$ misses that occur
when using the placement f � To do that examine ��� As mentioned above� f places
the objects from Oi in di�erent cache sets for any i � �k
� Thus� each object from
Oi shares a cache set with objects that are not members of Oi for any i � �k
�
In other words� this means that all the Oi�s are represented in every cache line
Cr �r � �k
�� Consider a cache line Cr� There are k objects that are mapped
to addresses corresponding to Cr� such that every pair appears in � times in ���
Thus� the contribution of Cr to Misses��O� ��� f� is

�
k
�

�
�� misses� This is true for

all cache lines� and� therefore� Misses��O� ��� f� � ��k
�
k
�

�
� �k��k � ���

Finally� we can compare the values of an optimal mapping and an optimal pair�
wise mapping�

Theorem ���� For every k �  there exist an instance for which the number of
misses due to an optimal pairwise mapping is a factor of �

��k � �� away from an
optimal mapping�

Proof� Let f and g be an optimal placement and an optimal pairwise placement�
respectively� By Lemma ���� Misses��O� ��� f� � ��k�� On the other hand� by
Lemmas �� and ��� Misses��O� ��� g� � �k��k � ��� The theorem follows�
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This result can be improved to a factor of k � � in the following manner�

Theorem ���� For every k � � there exist an instance for which the number
of misses due to an optimal pairwise mapping is a factor of k � � away from an
optimal mapping�

Proof� Replace the �� in �� by �k���� and the � in �� by �k����� Let f and
g be an optimal placement and an optimal pairwise placement� respectively� By
slightly changing Lemma ��� we can show that Misses��O� ��� f� � �k� ��k�� k��
Using the fact that � � k�� we get that Misses��O� ��� f� � �k�k � ���� We can
also modify Lemmas �� and ��� in order to prove that Misses��O� ��� g� � �k �

���k��k � ��� The theorem follows from the fact that k�k���
k�� � k � ��

��� Using Pairwise Information is Hard

We have shown that there are instances for which the �real� value of a pairwise
optimal placement is far from the value of an optimal placement� This means that
in a worst case scenario a pairwise optimal placement may turn out to be a bad
placement with respect to the k�cache misses problem� However� typical instances
may behave otherwise� Therefore� one may bene�t from �nding a placement that
exhibits good behavior with respect to pairwise information� Also� suppose that due
to the cost of using the whole access sequence one must rely on pairwise information�
A natural question arises� can one e�ciently �nd a solution that is good in

the pairwise information setting� Namely� we are now looking for a solution that
behaves well with respect to pairs� even if it behaves poorly with respect to the whole
sequence� We show that� unless P � NP� there is no e�cient optimal algorithm
that minimizes the number of cache misses in the pairwise information setting�
Moreover� we show that one cannot �nd an approximate placement whose value is
within a factor of O�n���� from the optimal value�
In section �� we have shown that for any � � � � � the k�cache misses problem

cannot be approximated within O�n����� This bound was achieved by using a
reduction from the k�colorability problem� We use the same reduction to show
our hardness result for the k�cache pairwise misses problem� Given a graph G� we
have constructed �in section ��� an instance H��G� � �OG� �G� in which an edge
e � �u� v� was represented by a subsequence that contained many repetitions of two
objects corresponding to the vertices u and v� Given a k�coloring c we have de�ned
�in section ��� a family of placements Fc� Then� in Lemma ��� we have shown
that a correlation between c and Fc exists� The following lemma shows a similar
correlation with respect to pairwise information�

Lemma ���� For any k�coloring c of V � and for any f � Fc�

Pairs�H��G�� f� �  �jEj
�
Mono�G� c�� �O�jEj� �

Proof� Consider a mapping f � Fc� Examine two objects oi� oj� and the misses
caused by �i�j� First� let vi and vj be the corresponding vertices in G� Now� examine
an edge �vi� vj�� If �vi� vj� is monochromatic then f�oi� and f�oj� are mapped to

the same cache line� Therefore� the sub�sequence �oi� oj�
jEj� that corresponds to

a monochromatic edge contributes at least  jEj
�
� � misses� On the other hand�

if �vi� vj� is not monochromatic then f�oi� and f�oj � are not mapped to the same
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cache line� Thus� a non�monochromatic edge causes no more than two misses�

Furthermore� the subsequences o
jEj�

i and o
jEj�

j appear up to deg�oi� and deg�oj�
times in �i�j� respectively� where deg�u� is the number of edges incident on u�
Thus�

Pairs�H��G�� f� �
X
i�j

Misses��foi� ojg � �i�j�� f�

�  �jEj�Mono�G� c�� �
X
i�j

�deg�vi� � deg�vj��

�  �jEj�Mono�G� c�� �O�jEj� �

The following theorem and corollary can be proven using similar arguments to
those used to prove Theorem ���� and Corollary ��� in Section ��

Theorem ���� For every k � � and � � � � � the k�cache pairwise misses
problem cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n����� unless P �
NP�

Corollary ���� For every k � � and � � � � �
� the optimal value of the k�

cache pairwise misses problem cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of
O�n

�
����� unless P � NP�

�� APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

In light of the harsh lower bounds it is clear that an algorithm that works well for all
access sequences does not exist� However� it is still interesting to know whether an
algorithm with a mild approximation ratio exists� or� whether the hardness results
can be improved� In this section we show that the hardness results established in
Sections � and ��� are essentially tight� Speci�cally� we present n

c logn �approximation
algorithms� for any c � �� for the problems discussed in this paper� Our algorithms
are constructed in the spirit of the approximation algorithm for the ��partition
problem from �Kann et al� ����
� In the following theorems we show that if the
optimum is high then any placement can be used as an approximate solution� On
the other hand� if the optimum is low then an optimal solution can be found in
polynomial time�

Theorem ���� For every k �  and c � � the k�cache misses problem can be
approximated within n

c logn in polynomial time�

Proof� Consider an instance I of the k�cache misses problem� If Opt�I� �
c logn then the value of any placement is not greater than n

c logn times the op�

timum� This is because Misses�I� f� � n for every placement f � Assume that
Opt�I� � c logn� A cache miss must occur when an object is accessed for the
�rst time� therefore� the optimum number of misses is not less than the number
of objects in the access sequence� Thus� there are no more than c logn objects in
the access sequence� We now show that in this case an optimal solution can be
found in polynomial time� It is su�cient to examine kc logn � nc logk placements
in order to �nd an optimal placement� Moreover� the number of misses due to a
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candidate placement can be calculated in polynomial time by simply executing the
sequence� Thus� an n

c logn�approximate solution can be found in polynomial time by
the following algorithm� First� check whether the number of objects in the access
sequence is greater than c logn� If it is� output an arbitrary placement� Otherwise�
�nd an optimal solution as described above�

The following can be proven similarly�

Theorem ���� For every k �  and c � � the t�way k�cache misses problem can
be approximated within n

c logn in polynomial time�

Theorem ���� For every k �  and c � � the k�cache M �memory misses prob�
lem can be approximated within n

c logn in polynomial time�

Theorem ���� For every k �  and c � � the k�cache pairwise misses problem
can be approximated within n

c logn
in polynomial time�

Since log k is around �� in practice� the time complexity of these algorithms is
far from being practical� However� these upper bounds are interesting since they
indicate that the lower bounds presented in this paper are essentially tight�

�� ALLOWING UNRESTRICTED ALIGNMENTS

Until now we have assumed that the memory objects have the same size ! the size
of a cache line� We have also assumed that each object is placed in memory such
that only one cache line �or set� will be involved when it is accessed� That is� each
object is aligned and sized to �t one complete cache line�
The �rst assumption is reasonable when dealing with lower bounds� because a

lower bound on the uniform size version of the problem implies the same lower
bound on the more general non uniform size version of the problem� On the other
hand� such an assumption is not reasonable when constructing an approximation
algorithm� That is� an approximation algorithm for the uniform size case does not
imply an approximation algorithm for the more general case� However� it turns
out that our approximation algorithms can be extended to the case where object
sizes are not necessarily equal to the size of a cache line� Speci�cally� we show that
arguments similar to those given in the proof of Theorem ��� work for the more
general case as well�
Under the second assumption� a mapping must place objects such that they are

aligned� We show that our approximation algorithms can be modi�ed to work
without the this assumption� However� our negative results are not easily extended
to the unrestricted alignments setting� When objects are forced to be aligned
many feasible solutions are discarded� and� therefore� the optimum may change�
In fact� there are instances for which the optimum does change as demonstrated
in the following example� Consider a cache with three lines each of size L� Let
O � fo�� o�g� where o� and o� are of size �L�� and let � � �o�� o���� If we
must place objects at the beginning of memory blocks� then these two objects must
collide� and� therefore� Misses��O� ��� f� � � for any mapping f � On the other
hand� if f places the two objects consecutively in the memory� i�e�� such that at
least one object is not aligned� we get that Misses��O� ��� f� � �� In this example
there are objects that are not of size L� and this is not a coincidence� It turns
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out that if all objects are of size L �cache line size�� then the use of placements of
unrestricted alignments does not help much� Speci�cally� we show that� when all
objects are of size L� for every placement f that is not aligned there exists an aligned
placement whose value is not much worse than the value of f � Thus� our negative
results can be extended to the unrestricted alignments setting� In particular� we
show that our lower bounds remain valid� and that the use of pairwise information
may produce a bad placement�

��� Direct�Mapped Caches

We start by formally rede�ning the problem with unrestricted alignments for the
case of direct mapping� The t�way set�associative� �nite memory� and pairwise
versions can be rede�ned similarly� As before� we assume the size of the memory is
not bounded� Let L be the size of a cache line� An address N � N � � L � l in the
memory is assigned by the direct mapping to the cache line r � �N � mod k�� and to
the o�set l � �N mod L� within the cache line r� Given an input �O� �� the goal is
to �nd a memory placement of the objects in O that minimizes the number of cache
misses which occur when accessing the data objects according to the sequence ��
As before we use Misses��O� ��� f� to denote the number of cache misses occurring
while accessing the memory according to a sequence � of objects fromO� Note that
the input remains in the same shape� and so does the objective function� The only
di�erence is in the placement function f � We formalize the above in the following
manner�

Minimum unrestricted alignments k�cache misses

Instance� A set of memory objects O � fo�� � � � � omg� and a sequence of accesses
� � ���� � � � � �n� such that �i � O for all i � f�� � � � � ng�

Solution� A placement of the objects to the memory� i�e�� a mapping f � O �
N� �L
�

Measure� Misses��O� ��� f��

An instance of the unrestricted alignments k�cache misses problem is called uni�
form if the size of any object is L� Given an instance to the unrestricted alignments
k�cache misses problem� a placement f is called aligned if the o�set within the cache
line is zero for every object� i�e�� f�o� � �No� �� for some No � N for every object
o � O� If there exists an object o � O for which f�o� � �No� l� and l �� � then both
the placement f and the object o are referred to as non aligned � Note that in the
previous sections we assumed that all instances are uniform and that all placements
are aligned�
Consider a uniform instance� When accessed� aligned objects are put in one cache

line� On the other hand� non aligned objects are put in two consecutive �modulo
k� cache lines� Note that sometimes a non aligned object o can be found in the
cache due to accesses to objects that are placed before and after o� Clearly� this
distinction does not exist where an aligned placement is concerned� We show that
one can assume that all placements are aligned when dealing with uniform instances�
Speci�cally� in the next lemma� we prove that for any non aligned placement f there
exists an aligned placement g which does not cause more misses than f � This implies
that the use of non aligned placements does not help when dealing with uniform
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instances� That is� there exists an aligned optimal placement in the case of uniform
instances�

Lemma ���� Let �O� �� be a uniform instance� For any non aligned placement f
there exists an aligned placement g such that Misses��O� ��� g� � Misses��O� ��� f��

Proof� Consider a uniform instance �O� �� and a non aligned placement f � We
show that there exists a placement f � such that Misses��O� ��� f �� � Misses��O� ��� f�
and n�f �� � n�f�� where n�f� and n�f �� are the number of non aligned objects with
respect to f and f �� respectively� Since n�f� is �nite this proves the lemma�
Consider the objects in O in increasing order of memory addresses to which they

were assigned by the placement f � and denote by o� the non aligned object with
minimum address� Let f�o�� � �N� l�� i�e�� f places o� in the N th memory block
with o�set l� Note that o� is the only object that is placed in the N th memory
block� since it is the non aligned object with minimum address� Moreover� after an
access to o� cache lines r � �N mod k� and r� � �N � � mod k� contain memory
blocks N and N � �� respectively� De�ne the placement f � as follows�

f ��o� �

�
f�o� o �� o��

�N� �� o � o��

That is� f � is exactly the same as f except that f � places o� at address N �k instead of
at N �k�l� Clearly� n�f �� � n�f���� Also� after an access to o� cache line r contains
the N th memory block� since f � places o� in memory block N � Furthermore� since
o� is the only object that is placed in the N th memory block by f � the remapping
of object o� may only in�uence the number of misses involving cache line r��
We now turn to prove that f � is not worse than f � First� consider the case in

which no other object is placed by f at memory block N � �� In this case� no
object is placed by f � at memory block N � �� and therefore when using f � there
are no accesses to memory block N � �� Since o� is the only object that is placed
at memory blocks N and N �� by f � a cache miss due to object o� involving cache
line r with respect to f � translates to at least one miss with respect to f%one
miss at line r� and possibly another at line r�� Also� when using f � there may be
more misses that are caused by the presents of block N � � in cache line r�� Thus�
Misses��O� ��� f �� � Misses��O� ��� f��
Consider the case where another object� denoted by o��� is placed at memory

block N � � by f � and hence also by f �� o�� is non aligned� because f places a part
of o� in the beginning of memory block N � �� Thus� when brought into the cache�
object o�� is put in cache lines r� and �r� � � mod k�� As mentioned before� the
remapping of o� does not in�uence the misses involving any cache line q �� r�� thus
we examine the misses involving cache line r�� The only possible scenario in which
a miss occurs with respect to f � and not with respect to f is when o�� is accessed
and block N � � is already in the cache due to a some previous access to o�� This
previous access caused a miss due to memory block N�� with respect to f � but not
with respect to f �� Namely� the miss simply occurred earlier under f � Therefore�
any miss with respect to f � can be assigned to a unique miss with respect to f �
And this means that Misses��O� ��� f �� � Misses��O� ��� f��
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By Lemma ��� there exists an aligned optimal solution for uniform instances�
Therefore� a lower bound on aligned placements serves as lower bound on all place�
ments� Thus� we can extend Theorem ��� and Corollary ��� to the case of unre�
stricted alignments�

Theorem ���� For every k � � and � � � � � the unrestricted alignments k�
cache pairwise misses problem cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of
O�n����� unless P � NP�

Corollary ���� For every k � � and � � � � �
� the optimal value of the

unrestricted alignments k�cache pairwise misses problem cannot be e�ciently ap�
proximated within a factor of O�n

�
����� unless P � NP�

Lemma ��� was stated for the direct mapping case� but it can be also proven for
the �nite memory� and pairwise cases� It is not hard to see that Lemma ��� remains
valid for the k�cache M �memory misses problem� We now turn to the pairwise
case� Recall that� in this case� given an instance �O� �� we sum up the misses in
all pairwise sequences �i�j for oi� oj � O� Lemma ��� is valid for all sequences�
and� in particular� for pairwise sequences� �Indeed� the placement f is shared by all
pairwise sequences� However� the aligned placement g is the same for all pairwise
sequences as well�� Thus� Lemma ��� can be restated for the pairwise case� We
conclude that the hardness results from section ��� and ��� can be extended to
the unrestricted alignments case� Furthermore� Theorem ��� can be restated in
the unrestricted alignments setting� That is� the instances we have constructed in
Section �� can be still used as evidence to a multipletive gap of k � � between an
optimal pairwise mapping and an optimal mapping �in the worst case��

��� t�way Set�Associative Caches

Finally� we consider placements with unrestricted alignments in the case of t�way
set�associative caches� Recall that in this case a replacement protocol is involved
in deciding which object is to be removed from the cache when a miss occurs� A
logical course of action would be to prove a version of Lemma ��� for t�way set�
associative caches� That is� we would like to prove that given a uniform instance�
for any placement f � the placement g we get by changing all o�sets to zero �as
was done in the proof of Lemma ���� is not worse than f � However� it turns
out that such the lemma cannot be restated for t�way set�associative caches� For
example� consider a �way set�associative cache whose replacement protocol is LRU�
the instance I � �fo�� o�� o�� o�g � �o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� o���� and a placement
f for which f�o�� � ��� ��� f�o�� � �� ��� and f�o�� � f�o�� � �� ��� It is not
hard to verify that Misses��I� f� � �� and Misses��I� g� � �� The reason for this
strange scenario is that LRU�s decision with respect to a certain object may be
in�uenced by an access to another object which resides in the same memory block�
and consequently in the same cache block� So we need to prove a weaker version of
the lemma� Another di�culty stems from the fact that the only informationwe have
on the replacement protocol is that it is sensible�	 Di�erent replacement protocols

�It would have been natural to rede�ne the notion of sensibility in the unrestricted alignments
setting� However� we only require sensibility when dealing with uniform instances and aligned
placements�
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may choose to remove di�erent objects� and this may have a dramatic e�ect on
the contents of the cache at any given moment� One possibility to tackle this
di�culty is to prove that the use of unrestricted alignments does not help much for
speci�c replacement protocols� However� we prefer to go about it di�erently� That
is� instead of trying to prove weaker versions of the lemma for speci�c replacement
protocols� we prove a much weaker property for all t�way set�associative caches that
use sensible replacement protocols� We show that for some sequences� the number
of misses does not increase by much after changing a placement of unrestricted
alignments f to an aligned placement g by placing all objects in the beginning of
the memory block in which they were originally placed �as formally de�ned in the
proof of Lemma �����
Consider a sequence of the form 	 �� We show that if during each access to the

subsequence 	 at least one miss occurs when using the placement g then at least one
miss occurs when we use f � Recall that when the replacement protocol is sensible
then if the objects are placed in memory by g such that not more than t of them are
mapped to the same cache set then only O��� misses occur� Thus� if a miss occurs
during each access to 	 then more than t objects are mapped to some set j� or� in
other words� are placed in memory by g in the beginning of blocks corresponding to
set j� By the construction of g� we know that these objects are placed in memory
by f somewhere �i�e�� with some o�set� in blocks corresponding to set j� Therefore�
at least one miss must occurs during each access to 	 when using f �
Now� consider a sequence � that can be divided into a series of sequences each

composed of many iterations of some short subsequence� that is� � �
Jp

i�� 	
ni
i �

where j	ij � O���� We show that Misses��O� ��� g� � O�Misses��O� ��� f�� � O�q��
Due to the previous discussion� if at least one miss must occurs during each access
to 	i when using g then at least one miss must occurs during each access to 	i
when using f � Also� during the �rst few times we are accessing 	i the placement
g may cause more misses than f due to the di�erent cache con�guration at any
given moment� This may result in an additional O�q� misses because j	ij � O���
for every i�
Examine the structure of sequence �G that was de�ned in Section ���� It is

composed of a series of jEj subsequences of length k�t � �� �  � O��� that are

accessed jEj
� times� and a series of t subsequences of length kt � O��� that are

accessed jEj
���

times� Thus� �G satis�es the above mentioned conditions� which
means that Misses��O� �G�� g� � O�Misses��O� �G�� f��O�jEj� for any placement f
of unrestricted alignments� where g is is the aligned placement resulting fromplacing
all objects in the beginning of the memory block in which they were placed by f �
Thus� a lower bound on all aligned placements implies a similar lower bound on all
placements up to an additive factor of O�jEj�� We conclude that Proposition ���
can be restated in the unrestricted alignments setting� and� consequently� we can
our lower bound remains valid in this setting�

Theorem ���� For every k � � and � � � � � the unrestricted alignments t�
way k�cache misses problem �when using a sensible replacement protocol� cannot be
e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n����� unless P � NP�

Corollary ���� For every k � � and � � � � �
� the optimal value of the

unrestricted alignments t�way k�cache misses problem �when using a sensible re�
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placement protocol� cannot be e�ciently approximated within a factor of O�n
�
�����

unless P � NP�

We could have used similar arguments in order to show that the lower bounds
for direct mapping hold even if non aligned placements are allowed� Instead� we
have proven a much stronger relation between non aligned placements and aligned
placements �Lemma ����� Note that this relation was essential in proving that
there exists a multipletive gap of k � � between an optimal pairwise mapping and
an optimal mapping �in the worst case��

��� Approximation Algorithms

In this section we present approximation algorithms that work in the unrestricted
alignments setting� As before� due to the harsh lower bounds� the approximation
ratios of the algorithms are mild� We start by limiting our discussion to uniform
instances� and then proceed to deal with the more general problem�
The next theorem shows that our approximation algorithm for the k�cache misses

problem �see Section �� can be used for the unrestricted alignments k�cache misses
problem in the case of uniform instances� Similar theorems can be stated for the
�nite memory� and pairwise cases�

Theorem ���� For every k �  and c � � the unrestricted alignments k�cache
misses problem can be e�ciently approximated within n

c logn in the case of uniform
instances�

Proof� As mentioned earlier� due to Lemma ���� we know that there exist an
optimal aligned placement in the case of uniform instances� The rest of the proof
is the same as the proof of Theorem ����

What about non uniform instances� A natural course of action is to try to con�
struct an approximation algorithm that is similar to the one that was presented for
the aligned case �in Section ��� That is� given an instance I� it is natural to try to
show that if Opt�I� is large enough� then any placement is a #reasonable$ place�
ment� and that� otherwise� an optimal placement can be found in polynomial time�
�Recall that in the aligned case we have found an optimal placement by check�
ing a polynomial size set of placements that represents all possible placements��
However� this is easier said than done� This is because a non�uniform instance
may contain objects of size less than L� For example� consider two objects of size
�
�L that are placed at addresses corresponding to the same cache block� and such
that one is placed with o�set � and the other with o�set �

�
L� Both objects may

be placed in di�erent memory blocks� or in the same memory block� Clearly� the
number of misses may change dramatically according to the way we have chosen to
place the objects� Thus� a reasonable set of placements that represents all possible
placements must contain a placement for any possible grouping of objects� Such
a set may be of super polynomial size when Opt�I� �  �logn�� However� when
Opt�I� � c� for some constant c� the size of the set is O���� and� therefore� an
optimal placement can be found in polynomial time� We show this in the proof of
the next theorem� Similar theorems can be proven for the the t�way set�associative�
�nite memory� and pairwise cases�
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Theorem ���� For every k �  and c � � the unrestricted alignments k�cache
misses problem can be e�ciently approximated within n

c �

Proof� Consider an instance I � �O� �� of the unrestricted alignments k�cache
misses problem� We assume �without loss of generality� that all the objects in O
are accessed by �� Let joj be the size of an object o � O in terms of blocks� Each
object must be brought into the cache when accessed� and� therefore� Misses�I� f� �P

o�O joj for any placement f � or� in other words� Opt�I� �
P

o�O joj� joj �
�
L for

any o � O� �Recall that the size is a cache block is L�� Thus� Opt�I� � jOj�L� On
the other hand� an access to an object o can cause up to k misses� �We assume that
an object is not larger than the cache�� Thus� Opt�I� � k �n� If Opt�I� � c �k then
any placement is an n

c
approximation� Otherwise� jOj�L � Opt�I� � c � k� Which

means that jOj � c � k � L� We now show that in this case an optimal solution can
be found in polynomial time�
The �rst problem we face is that an object can be placed anywhere in the memory�

and� in particular� not necessarily such that it is aligned� Thus� we must try to
place an object not only at addresses corresponding to all k cache lines� but also at
addresses corresponding to all alignmentswithin the lines� Also� several objects may
share the same memory block� so simply �nding a memory block that corresponds
to a speci�c cache line and a speci�c o�set is not enough� To cope with these
problems we try all possible placements of the objects in the �rst k jOj blocks of
memory� By doing this we assign each object to addresses corresponding to any
line and o�set in this line� Also� all possible groupings are covered� Thus� it
is su�cient to examine �kL jOj�jOj � �ck�L��ckL placements in order to �nd an
optimal placement� Moreover� the number of misses due to a candidate placement
can be calculated in polynomial time by simply executing the sequence� Thus� an
n
c �approximate solution can be found in polynomial time by the following algorithm�
First� check whether the number of objects in the access sequence is greater than
c �k �L� If it is� output an arbitrary placement� Otherwise� �nd an optimal solution
as described above�

	� CONCLUSION

We have studied an important challenge in todays computing environment� how to
place data and code in the memory so that cache misses are reduced to minimum�
We have shown that in the worst case� an e�cient algorithm cannot even come
close to achieving this goal �not even just estimate the number of misses for the
optimal placement�� unless P � NP� Thus� this problem joins the small family of
extremely inapproximable optimization problems�
We have also studies the question of how much information is lost when one

keeps only pairwise relations between the objects� We have shown that in the
worst case critical information is lost in this manner� and that it is not possible
to get close to the optimal memory arrangement even if one has no time limits�
Furthermore� we have shown that �nding a placement that is good with respect to
pairwise information is computationally hard as the original problem�
Finally� we have presented approximation algorithms for these problems� The

algorithms have mild approximation ratios� but we cannot hope to do much better
in light of the harsh lower bounds we have shown�
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The implication of the �rst result is that we must use heuristics� There is no
hope to �nd one �e�cient� algorithm that does well for all possible benchmarks
�unless P � NP�� One should study how normal programs behave and do well with
respect to them� Another important implication is that it is not possible to evaluate
the potential of reducing cache misses via such methods� Thus� one cannot tell�
before implementing a cache conscious data �or code� placement algorithm� what
the potential bene�t is� Also� one cannot evaluate how much of the potential ben�
e�t the implemented algorithm actually obtains� The measure of such algorithms
should be their improvement over existing non�cache�conscious algorithms on given
benchmarks�
The implication of the second result �about keeping information for pairs� is that

if one wishes to spend a long time �nding the optimal arrangement in the memory
via a full search� then one should be careful about the way data is processed�
Keeping information in a pairwise manner is not good in this case� even if one has
in�nite time resources� pairwise information is not enough to even get close to the
optimal solution�
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